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Motivation

The web pages only refer to geographic 
locations in their content and provide limited 
information 
The goal of the paper was to introduce a 
tighter integration of GIS and Web search 
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Related Works: 

Systems based on Map-and-Hyperlink-architecture

McCurley spatial browser
Larson‘s concept of a Hypermap 
Plewe geo information on internet
Google Local Search
Yahoo! Local Maps
AOL Local

Google Local Search
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Map-and-hyperlink Architecture

Towards a Tighter Integration
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Tighter Integration of web search with 
GIS

Linking
Extraction
Knowledge discovery
Presentation

Content

1. Blog Map of Experiences: Extraction of 
information based on association rules

2. Place Ranker: Knowledge Discovery 
3. Web Car Radio: Presentation 
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1.0 Extraction

Basic methods used for extraction of geographic 

information:

Simple text matching

Natural Language processing of text

Ontological-based extraction

Blog Map of Experience

Aim: To present tourists real-life experiences through a 
map interface, in an integrated manner
Features:

1. Results based on information directly obtained from a 
large set of blogs

2. Search query can be specified on experience, time and 
location
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1.1 System Architecture

Type 1: [March, Kyoto] => [Walking]
Type 2: [March, Kyoto, Walking] => [Garden]
Type 3: [March, Kyoto] => [Walking, Garden]

Collects blog entries and stores in DB
Perform morphological analysis to each entry
Sentences containing verbs indicating motion are 
eliminated
Association rules were computed with time attributes 
grouped by month

1.1 Blog map of experiences 
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1.1 System Architecture

Refinement 1: Identify and extract sentences referring to actions
Refinement 2: Eliminate sentences indicating movement from one place to 
another

Brief Review

Precision = No. of Retrieved Correct Objects / 
No. of Retrieved Objects

Recall = No. of Retrieved Correct Objects / 
No. of Correct Objects in Population

Confidence (X=>Y): c% transactions that contain X 
also contain Y. 

Support (X=>Y): s% of transactions contain X and Y
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1.3 Evaluation

Data set: 20 sightseeing spot, with 500 blog entries each (livedoor 
and goo blog)
Place names were taken from digitized residential map (Zenrin 
Co Ltd)
Morphological analysis using Chasen morphological analyzer

2.0 Knowledge Discovery

Adding extracted information to the knowledge 
helps in efficiently understanding a region
Means to obtain valuable geographic 
information from the web

Summarizing the contents into an overview
Removing the overlaps among content
Identifying rules or patterns in the content
Identifying statistical tendencies in the data
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2.1 Place Name Ranker

Aim: To rank place names by their significance 
based on the way they appear on the web 
content.
Landmark: Indicates a cognitive significant  
geographic object
Problems: The lack of cognitive significance 
for a place name in an ordinary GIS. 

2.1 Place Name Ranker

Document Frequency (DF): Number of 
documents (Web pages) that contain the 
term

Where,
pi Target place name
D Document set
s sentence
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2.1 Place Name Ranker

Regional co-occurrence summation (RS): 
Total number of co-occurrences that the 
target place name has with the surrounding 
place names.
PhysicalProximity:
a. Surrounding place names
b. The set of n-closest place names from 

the target place name

2.1 Place Name Ranker
a.

b.

Where,   p Target place name
P' Threshold based physical proximity
Pall Original set of place names
δ Distance between two places
k(pi,pj) Number of documents containing both pi and pj
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2.2 System Architecture 

Data used by the system:
Place names and their coordinates from a GIS 
Text content from the web

Focused Crawlers: Web crawlers that collects 
pages that only fulfil certain conditions and 
are efficient in retrieving relevant data.

2.2 System Architecture 
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2.3 Evaluation
Participants: 36 residents and 14 outsiders
Responses: Each participant selects 20 
significant place names from the target region 
(275 distinct place names).
GIS data: The map data of Kyoto were 
divided into layers, with a significant objects 
layer (7109 place names).
Web documents: 157,297 web pages with 
total size of 2.45 GB

Evaluation
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3.0 Presentation

Local web search can be presented in different 
styles and media.
Proposed directions

Unrestricted by maps
Unrestricted by web browsers
Unrestricted by explicitly specifying queries

3.1 Web Car Radio
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3.2 System Architecture

3.2 System Architecture

Where,
d is the distance function
xc current vehicle location
x(p) location of place name
vk selected chanels keyword vector
vD document vector for document D
S(c) cosine similarity measure
ka, kb arbitary positive coefficients, optimized through learning
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Conclusion

Extraction: Obtaining characteristic experience 
from web log entries
Knowledge Discovery: Measuring cognitive 
significance of geographic objects based on 
content gathered on the web.
Presentation: application not restricted by 
limitations of a map interface or Web browser.

Our Opinion

Positive:
Summarized content which is relevant from a 
chaos of data
Parallel use (driving, getting information)
Merging two existing technologies to gain new 
knowledge
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Critic:

Problem of synchronization between description 
and location

Extension:

Optimal route planner using information on the 
location and events happening at a specific period 
of time

Example:

Concerts, football matches, etc., lead to traffic 
jams)

Our Opinion


